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Roger Craig and 1984
By Edgar F. Tatra
In George Orwell's 1984, a bright, relatively young man
named Winston Smith worked hard for his country, Oceania, and
its enigmatic executive called Big Brother. Smith's occupation
was somewhat odd and even Winston had deep seated roots of
suspicion as to the ethics of his actions, but his naive faith,
his foolish hope and his powerless ability to change what was
happening, kept him in line.
Winston Smith toiled at the Ministry of Truth where he
rewrote history to accommodate the wishes and needs of the Party,
the power elite in control of virtually everything in Oceania.
In essence; Big Brother was never wrong and anything which
suggested differently was obliterated and anyone who questioned
his veracity was discredited in such a way that only a person's
memory reminded oneself of the original truth. In time, man's
fleeting memory, a mediocre and amorphous asset was easily converted into mindless rust and dated insignificance. Truth became
what Big Brother said was truth. Anything else was heresy or
insanity.
One day Winston Smith confronted a crisis, a contradiction,
which forced the hero in him to step forward. He held in his hand
an actual photograph which "proved" that three men who had been
convicted of treason by Big Brother's judicial regime were
absolutely, positively, and without question . . . innocent.
Jones, Aaronson, and Rutherford had been framed. Winston Smith
made every attempt in his limited way to expose the ugliness
of the crime and lost everything - his job, his woman, his faith,
his will to live and subsequently, his life.
Orwell wrote his satirical masterpiece in 1949, but fiction
became reality fourteen years later and Roger Dean Craig lived
the role of Winston Smith from November 22, 1963, the day President
John F. Kennedy was silenced forever by the guns of Big Brother
until May 15, 1975,.the day Roger Craig, former Dallas Deputy
Sheriff, felt compelled to give up and silence himself.
Although Craig's story has been published many times, it
has been accomplished in a fragmented manner over an extended period
of years as the events occurred and as research developed further
areas of concern. The following is a synopsis of Craig's primary
allegations. 1) Craig claimed that Sheriff Bill Decker informed his unit,
two hours prior to the assassination, not to take part in the
security measures for the presidential visit.
2) Craig informed critics that Deputy Sheriff Harry Weatherford
had been assigned with a rifle to the roof of the Records
Building by Sheriff Bill Decker,
3) After the assassination Craig apprehended a woman in her
early thirties who was attempting to leave theparking lot
area behind the grassy knoll fence in a brown '62 or '63

Chevrolet. Craig turned this woman over to Officer C.L. Lewis.
The woman somehow disappeared from custody to Craig's
astonishment.
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4) Craig interrogated Arnold Rowland who had viewed two men
in separate windows of the sixth floor of the T.S.B.D.fifteen
minutes prior to the assassination. One man was white,
possessed a scope-mounted rifle and was situated in the
southeast "Oswald" window. A black man was observed in a
southwest window. The Warren Commission discounted Rowland's
testimony despite Craig's corroborative support that Rowland
had detailed this story to Craig minutes after the shooting.
5) Craig and C.L. Lewis were looking for a possible bullet
scar on the south curb of. Elm Street based upon information
from Deputy Sheriff Buddy Walthers. Various photos have
been Published of Walthers and Officer J.W. Foster who allowed
an unidentified man, cited as an "F.B.I. agent" in Chief Jesse
Curry's book, J.F.K. Assassination File, to pick up something
and deposit the object into his pocket. Craig claims that
Walthers told him that evening that the object in question
was a 45 caliber slug imbedded in brain debris, but later
Walthers recanted the story.
6) Craig witnessed a young man race down a grass embankment
parallel to the T.S.B.D. south west corner and enter a light
green station wagon driven by a Latin man. The car sped away
while most people were converging upon the scene. The incident
took place 10 to 15 minutes after the assassination. Craig
later identified Lee Harvey Oswald as the running fugitive,
an accusation, which, if accurate, would demolish the Warren
Report by itself.
?' Craig gave his information of the fleeing car and its
occ,.ma!,11
0 a ;,,Ff-Droc2aimed secret service agent located
on the front steps of the T.S.B.D. The man recorded the
car's description in his note pad, but appeared uninterested
in the two individuals. Then in 1967, during the New Orleans
investigation conducted by District Attorney Jim Garrison,
Roger Craig identified Edgar Eugene Bradley, an individual
with right wing connections from California, as the secret
servine imposter.
8) Craig claimed that Sheriff Decker overheard this conversation
at the T.S.B.D. and informed Craig that the suspect had already
left the scene. Craig wondered how Decker knew that to be
true.
9) Craig entered the T.S.B.D. and helped to discover the
three spent shell casings whicn he said were uniformly two
inches apart, all facing the same direction which is quite
different from the positions of the shells in the official
photos.
10) Craig also helped to discover the rifle which he identified
as a 7.65 Mauser, not an Italian Carcano.
11) Craig claimed that the rifle identification was at 1:05
P.M. at which time they learned of the murder of Officer J.D
Tippit in Oak Cliff. If accurate, this information would
further corroborate the impossible time scenario developed
for Oswald's action as outlined by the Warren Commission.
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12) Craig claimed that the long paper gun case, allegedly
used by Oswald to transport the rifle to the T.S.B.D., was
never there.
13) At 4:30 P.M. Craig visited Captain Will Fritz's office
to view the suspect and identified Oswald as the fugitive
who entered the green station wagon. The famous dialogue took
place at this time when Fritz asked Oswald about the "car"
and Oswald cited Mrs. Paine's "station wagon" and to leave
her out of this. Craig claimed that Oswald then said, "Everbody
will know who I am now." According to Craig, it was Oswald
who first offered the specific phrase, "station wagon". Mrs.
Paine did, in fact, own a green station wagon. Captain Fritz
denied that any of this conversation ever took place and also
denied that Craig ever visited his office.
14) Craig claimed that he read the results of Oswald's nitrate
test while he was in Captain Fritz's office. According to
Craig, the tests were negative, implying that no nitrates were
found on Oswald's cheek or hands.
15) Craig claimed that he was briefly confronted by a man in
March, 1968 in California after participating in a television
talk show. Craig claimed that the man was the tall tramp
photographed in Dealey Plaza with two other tramps during
their arrest after the assassination.
16) Craig claimed that his testimony of April 1, 1964
before Warren Commission attorney, David Belin, as it appears
in Volume Six of the Commission's twenty-six volumes, is
incomplete and inaccurate. Craig accused Belin of turning
off the tape recorder at crucial junctures of the interrogation.
Craig also stated that his transcript contains 14 alterations
of his actual testimony and various other omissions.
The simplest means to test the reliability of Craig's many
accusations would be to compare his original testimony to these
allegations, many of which were not known to the public until
Grief series some four to
published in Penn Jones' Forgive
five years later, but a serious roadblock prevents this easy
method since Craig insisted that his official testimony is an
example of rewritten history, Orwellian style.
Therefore the major barrier to the truth is not so much
the integrity of Roger Craig as it is the credibility of David
Belin. First, Bennis interrogation of Craig at crucial points
in his testimony such as the positions of the shells and the
identity of the rifle was very superficial. Secondly, documents
written by Belin in January and February of 1964 make it explicitly
clear that Belin was certain of Oswald's guilt as the lone assassin
before the investigation had begun. Thirdly, Sylvia Meagher's
excellent article, "The Curious Testimony of Charles Givens,"
finished what little credibility Belin ever had. Givens who had
placed Oswald on the first floor of the T.S.B.D. on November 22,
1963 replaced him eight months later on the inramous sixth floor,
Belin allowed this perjury into the record without question.
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Nevertheless Craig's testimony in Volume six does mention that
the parking lot woman was turned over to another authority. The
Rowland and station wagon stories are well documented and there are
brief references to the shells indicating that Craig saw them in
a different location from the official pictures as well as Craig's
recollection of the announcement of the Tippit murder at the time
of the rifle recovery, but unfortunately, Belin did not pursue
these matters. Craig also stated that no long paper bag was
present on the premises.
The station wagon story is further supported by Marvin

Robinson, a witness who outlined essentially the same rendition.

but was unable to identify the running man, Also the sequential
photographs published in Cover iUp by J. Gary Shaw and Larry Harris
do show Craig looking up Elm St. at 12:44 P.M. as a dark station
wagon is in position behind a bus to pick up a man who may be the
fugitive in question.
The Craig-Fritz controversy cannot be resolved except that
photos do exist of Craig in Fritz's office which Fritz had denied
and if a tape recorder and/or stenographer had been present
during all Oswald interrogations, the issue would never be in
doubt.
Every serious student of the assassination is aware that many
questions still revolve around the legitimacy of the shells,
particularly CE543, and the paper gun case, which also lends
credibility to Craig's accusations. Many of his other stories
such as the nitrate test, the 45 caliber slug, and the identification
of the tall tramp must be accepted or rejected on his credibility
alone unless other reliable sources can be ascertained.
Perhaps the most dramatic indication that at least someone
was displeased with Craig's testimony are the assorted threats, the
four apparent attempts on his life and the constant invasions
of his privacy by.individuals who tailed him and his wife everywhere
once he associated himself with the Garrison probe.
In November. 1967, a bullet whisked by his ear. The incident
was set up by a "friend," a restaurant owner in poor financial straits
who had no business deficits from this day forth. In May, 1968
a truck driver aimed a pistol at him while Craig was coming home
from work.' In 1973 an explosion in his car caused puncture wounds
in his chest and on another occasion he was driven off a mountain
road and suffered multiple injuries. Unless Craig had become a
pathological liar, it is difficult to accept all of these episodes
as bad luck or inventions of Craig's imagination. 1973 was also
the year Craig's wife left him. Visions of Orwell's Thought Police
and Winston Smith's loss of Julia are inescapable.
The most important and most controversial allegation made by
Roger Craig was his identification of Edgar Eugene Bradley as a
A,17-.),Ved.E77)
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secret service imposter. Since several witnesses including three
other Dallas law enforcement officers testified to meeting secret
service agents in Dealey Plaza and the Secret Service adamantly
insisted that all of their agents remained in the motorcade, Craig's
discussion with a secret service imposter is not unreasonable.
Fortunately Craig wrote about the incident in his deposition
for the Sheriff's Department. Otherwise there would be no government
record of it since Beli.n failed to bring the matter up in his
session with Craig. Thus, there is no question that Craig is
telling the truth about the situation occurring. However his
positive identification of Bradley four years after the fact must
be examined carefully.
the
the
One
and

It is safe to say that the Garrison investigation polarized
assassination critics into two camps, those who saw him as
second coming and those who saw him as an unmitigated fraud.
thing is certain,Garrison had boasted that there would he arrests
convictions and none materialized.

Aside from the Craig identification, the District Attorney's
case against Bradley, from what little we know through research,
was quite circumstantial and unconvincing. According to Peter
Noyes, author of Legacy of Doubt, one witness, Dennis Mower, a
leader of the Minutemen in California maintained that Bradley had
to kill Kennedy in 1960 when JFK was a senator
offered him
at which time Mower would have been fourteen years old.
Another witness, apparently a neighbor of Bradley's, claimed
that he knew who had killed JFK. At another time she said she
had overheard Bradley's son chastize his father during a domestic
dispute over killing someone and that on another occasion Clay
Shaw and Colonel William Gale, a leader of the right wing California
Rangers, had visited Bradley's home.
Still another woman from Tulsa, Oklahoma claimed that Bradley
while in her house opened a suitcase with weapons inside on the
day of the assassination. It is hard to believe that an intelligent
conspirator would be so careless..
Finally Loran Hall implicated Bradley by attesting to his
presence at a September, 1963 meeting at which alleged presidential
assassination conversations took place. Hall's mercurial changes
in testimony regarding the Sylvia Odio affair should quickly promote
distrust in virtually anything he says pertaining to the JFK murder.
The known witnesses against Bradley are not an impressive lot
However Bradley did admit to being in Texas on November 22, 1963,
but only in El Paso and Anthony, Texas. Whether his alibi was solid
was never determined since Bradley's extradition from California
to Louisiana to stand trial for conspiracy to kill the President
was prevented by then Governor Ronald Reagan despite the extradition
recommendation of Charles O'Brien, the Chief Deputy Attorney General
of California, according to William Turner, author of The Assassination
of Robert F. Kennedy.
Although Garrison's case against Bradley seemed shakey, such
0.eivrioviiED
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a oolitical maneuver plants seeds of suspicion on the whole
situation. Cori piracy charges are very difficult to substantiate
and Garrison's track record had proven fruitless thus far. The
District Attorney should have been made to prove his allegations
or twist slowly ii the wind. An act of power politics without a
reasonable explanation given to the public is like putting out
the fire with gasoline.
Bradley had staunch supporters of his innocense such as Fred
Newcomb, the noted JFK researcher and author of Murder From Within,
whose pointing finger of blame at the Secret Service and their
questionable handling of the physical evidence, particularly JFK's
body, clearly led to the revelations published in David Lifton's
Best Evidence. Newcomb's letters to me are vehement attacks of Garrison's
case against Bradley.
later Peter Noyes developed an interesting theory that Garrison
had confused Edgar Eugene Bradley with Eugene Hale Brading, the
organized crime suspect nabbed in Dealey Plaza. Even the files of
the Los Angeles Police Department had suggested such a possibility,
not that the IAPD is a pillar of trust.
On the other hand William Turner's research linking Bradley
to Reverend Jerry Owen, the prime suspect, although tenuous, in
the conspiracy to murder Robert F. Kennedy, just fans the flames.
Since no trial took place, nothing will ever be firmly resolved.
Did Roger Craig, the one known credible witness, make an error?
Noyes wrote that Craig's description of the imposter included a
large scar on his face and a height of 6'2", but Noyes alleges that
Craig dropped the scar description and lowered the suspect's height
to 5'10", more in line with Edgar Eugene Bradley. However all the
accounts I've read state that Craig noticed a cleft on his chin,
not a scar.
Another question concerned Garrison's possibly well-intentioned
but naive tactic' of obtaining employment for Craig as a personnel
manager at a firm owned by Willard Robertson, a prime financier of
the Garrison investigation, which instigated the innuendo that Craig
had been bribed to make his identification. Craig, however,
after only a month's employment, resigned his new job because he
-1.-rfd't take mon,,-y that he had not justly earned. Craig admitted
that he was being paid for doing nothing and believed Garrison was
trying to protect him by keeping him away from Dallas. Roger
Craig's primary troubles resulted from his lack of steady employment.
It is illogical to believe that a corrupt man would leave such a
healthy job. Craig's resignation and privately written accounts
resound with pride and although his burning pride probably resulted
n his suicide, it also reinforces his credibility.
Did Roger Craig make an honest error since four years had
elapsed between the assassination and the identification of
Bradley? This is quite possible, but Craig's previous claim to
fame as a deputy sheriff had been his apprehension of a fugitive,
,1
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Harry Day, based upon Craig's recollection of Day's face seen on
a wanted poster two years prior to the time of the arrest.
Amazingly, Craig had picked out the right man. Craig was no slouch
as a lawman. An objective observer might as well ride a roller
coaster of ups and downs forever as the maze of Roger Craig and
Edgar Eugene Bradley twists and bends into question after question.
In the summer of 1974 I began corresponding with Representative
Henry Gonzalez who had made it public that he desired new congressional
investigations into the assassinations of President Kennedy, Senator
Kennedy, Martin Luther King and the attempt on George Wallace's
life. Around the same time I began helping a small group of young
men from Cambridge, Massachusetts who had organized a formative
group called the Assassination Information Bureau. By 1975, the
AlB had become a force with which to be reckoned.
In February, 1975 the AID sponsored a convention at Boston
University and many of the major critics were there to present
their viewpoints - Mark Lane, Peter Dale Scott, Richard Popkin,
Mae Brussel, Sherman Skolnick, Donald Freed, Dick Gregory, Robert
Cutler, Ted Charach, Robert Groden, and of course, Penn Jones,
with whom I had corresponded for years.
Penn and I discussed many subjects and when 1 asked him about
Roger Craig's situation, his answer saddened me. We both agreed
that a letter from me might cheer him up. Craig had been wounded
in the shoulder by a shotgun blast and was recuperating at the
Dallas V.A. Hospital. I wrote the following letter to him on
February 8, 1975 "Dear Mr. Craig,
Let me briefly introduce myself. I am a high school
English teacher here in Massachusetts and I teach a course on
propaganda using the JFK assassination as a case study. I have
studied the.case for ten years. I have read all the books
including the 26 volumes. I was at the trial of Clay Shaw
for a week, (the February school vacation). You had already
testified. I have corresponded with many of the researchers
across the country including an associate of yours, Penn
Jones. I met Penn for the first time at a convention
regarding assassinations at Boston University. Penn told
me how life has been a 'bummer' to you this past decade
and I felt compelled to write to you about my feelings.
What I'm about to say is not bullshit. It's the truth,
my truth. The students who sit before me to learn the
truth about the death of their President, learn about a
courageous man who told the truth when it would have been
better for him to shut up or lie. They learn about a great
American who spit in the face of Hell and never gave up
despite the consequences. They learn about you.
If someone asks me what man in America I most respect,
06)V77/1/41ED
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they probably would think I'd say Henry Kissinger or George
washingtn or some other eq';a!ly famous name, but I say,
'Roger rraig'. When Penn JQAes told me what has happened
to you, I wanted to cry. The late Skinny Holland once said,
'When the day comes that an American can't tell the truth
just because the government doesn't, it's time to sell the
country back to the Indians. . . if they'll take it'. You
represent for me the epitome of that quote.
Be assured that hundreds of young men and women in Massachusetts hear your story, see your picture, and admire what
you tried to stop - the nightmares of domino theories,
erased tapes, unelected presidents, fake energy shortages, in
essence, 1984.
I know nothing I say can change what has happened to
you. I know that talk is cheap, but it's the least I can
do. I know that I can't change the world we live in, but I can
put my dent in it. I can make some people aware of the
crap we're mired in and I can praise the unknown, great
men who sacrificed themselves that others might live in a
free and just world. I will never forget you, Mr. Craig.
and I'll make sure others know about you and what you stand
for - integrity of the highest order under the most tragic
of times. May God bless you and hold your head high. You
are a rare breed. If John Kennedy were alive today, he'd have
to add an extra chapter about you in his book, Profiles in
Courage.
Respectfully yours,
Ed Tatro"
I am still proud that I wrote that letter. Roger Craig replied
on February 18. 1975.
"Dear Mr. Tatro,
I was somewhat surprised and very honored when I received
your letter today. It is heartwarming to know there are
people like you who are willing to stand up and be counted.
As for my troubles - yes, I have suffered physically and
mentally for the stand I have taken, but it is to me a small
price to pay if I can help save or bring back the America we
once knew.
I would like to say to your students - Please pursue thisThey don't have to believe what I have said, but read and make up their own mind. After all they are the future
leaders of this country.
I have been asked to lie. I have been told to say nothing.
My car was blown up, I was shot at and I was financially
ruined and am now In the V.A. Hospital recovering from a shotgun
wound. I have not changed nor will I change. I have to
live with myself and this is most important to me.
I hope you will excuse this short letter. I hope the
next time I will feel more up to par. If you write again,
please address it to - (address deleted) - It's safer for
me.
I would like to leave this with your students - if you
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pursue the a,..:,assination and its aftermath, be sure you are
willing to pay the full price.
Sincerely yours,
Roger Craig"
On February 22, 1975 1 responded to his letter. I told him
that I would be willing to correspond with him and that 1 had
a thousand questions to ask, but. that I did not want to intrude
upon his privacy. I informed him of my efforts to tell the Ervin
Committee investigating President Nixon of possible links betweensuspects of the Kennedy Assassination and certain figures central
to the Watergate.burglary - and that two weeks later my income
tax was audited.

I told him about my sending various kinds of information
to Representative Gonzalez and my reservations of the congressman
since he had possessed Governor John Connally's clothes which had
been laundered which had prevented the possibility of comparing
the metallic holes in JFKls clothes to Connally's clothes through
spectrographic and neutron activation analyses. I informed him
of some of the shabby, "pass the buck" treatment I had received
from my own congressman in Massachusetts when I had asked him to
co-sponsor the Gonzalez reinvestigation bill. I asked Roger
Craig only one question - "Why don't you leave Texas?" His response
of March 17, 1975 follows.
"Dear Mr. Tatro,
Please excuse Me for the delay in answering your last letter.
I have been back to the doctor several times since my release
from the V.A. Hospital. I have to see him again on the 2Cth
of March to discuss what, if anything, can restore the mobility
to the left shoulder. But enough of these problems.
There has been many books written about the assassination
Some of the.information was asked of me, which I gave freely,
and will until such time as they get someone good enough
to silence me. I have not read many of the books written
as that day. November 22, 1963, has been burned in my mind
ac if with a branding iron.
There are many things left to be said, many questions
unanswered. Penn has done extensive investigating and I
admire him very much. But on that day T. saw the physical
evidence such as the paraffin test on Oswald and I also was
in the room when Captain Fritz talked to Oswald and heard
all the questions and answers. Deputy Luke Mooney and I
found the empty shells on the sixth floor, Deputy Eugene
Boone and I found the rifle which I might add was a 7.65
Mauser, so stamped on the barrel, and somewhere between the
Book Depository it changed to another weapon 0) when it arrived
at the police station.
I would be happy to answer any questions you have
concerning my role in the investigation, as I have always done.
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After all I was born here in the U.S. and served in Korea, and
this is my country too.
As to my leaving Texas, I would love to. However, I
have never asked for assistance nor will I. When and if these
people down here allow me to earn enough money to leave, I
would be more than happy to oblige them. I applied for a job
and of course I was forced to give the Sheriff's Dept. for a
reference. The letter they sent my prospective employer was
as follows: 'Roger Craig is not desirable for re-employment
due to his involvement in the Clay Shaw trial'. Now I suppose
answering a summons could be called involvement, but .I thought
it was obeying the law of the land.
And when I do think I'm getting together someone blows
my left shoulder off with a shotgun. However I will keep going
one step at a time. But as I have said, I will be happy to
answer any and all questions you wish to ask of me.
As for all the burglary of Watergate and the bugging,
the first tapes disappeared during the Ruby trial when
the courtroom was bugged and a van outside was taping the
whole thing, and the second was when David Belin took my
statement. He recorded it, and by his own admission those
tapes are missing.
Again, thank you for writing and take care of yourself.
Hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely yours,
Roger Craig
P.S. Please excuse the bad writing. It's hard to hold paper,
pen and write with the same hand. Maybe I'll get a secretary. Ha."
Rober Craig's second letter to me contained a shocker, something I had never seen attributed to him in print before. He had
written that the rifle was "a 7.65 mauser so stamped on the barrel".
If this was accurate, it was new information, to my knowledge, and
crucial to a new investigation.
I wrote a response back to Craig on March 22, 1975. I updated
him on the progress of the Gonzalez bill and instructed him to
take extra care of himself if congress began to act favorably
toward a reinvestigation which now seemed feasible. I informed him
that even my own congressman who had ear3ier avoided me was now
becoming responsive to my wishes since he had received hundreds
of letters, similar to my own, in support of such a bill. (Obviously,
I had initiated the letter-writing movement in my district). Also
a Massachusetts rookie Congressman, Representative John Joseph
Moakley, not only agreed with my sentiments, but also had cosponsored the bill. (Eventually all Massachusetts representatives
voted favorably for a reinvestigation, another proud moment for
me since I had worked diligently to accomplish this).
I then wrote a detailed account to Craig of how his testimony
was supported by other witnesses, documents and research. I discussed specific evidence which suggested that the Carcano rifle,
the shell (CE5/43), the miracle bullet (CE399), the car fragments
I
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(CE567) and CE 569), the long paper bag, the sniper's perch, may have
all been examples of evidentiary fabrication.
I also informed him of Robert Cutler's architectural work
suggesting a shooter from a TSBD southwest window which might support
Rowland's testimony. I discussed my basic distrust of the nitrate
test since Dr. Vincent Guinn's neutron activation analysis of
Oswald's paraffin cheek cast had conveniently disappeared. I
mentioned seeing a blow up of the 12:44 P.M. photograph showing
a man apparently in a position to be the station wagon's running
fugitive► I also expressed my distrust in Captain Fritz since
he had left Oswald's front flank unprotected by walking away to
open the car door during the shooting of Oswald by Ruby.
I then asked questions concerning the attempts on his life,
the death of his friend, Deputy Sheriff Hiram Ingram, who had died
of cancer three days after breaking his hip from a fall at his
home, the tactics of David Belin, specifics about Bill Decker,
Harry Weatherford, Will Fritz, Edgar Eugene Bradley, the Oswald
interrogation, the middle tramp confrontation, and his evaluation
of the Garrison probe.
I reiterated my concern that he ramain extra careful considering
the possibility of a new investigation and I promised to keep him
informed about the bill's progress. I also told him not to worry
about his penmanship which was far better than that of some of my
students.
Craig's final written reply was dated April 9, 1975.
Dear Ed,
It seems I'm always saying I'm sorry but I am for the
delay in writing this letter, but I have my lows and it would
seem this is one of them. I would like to say for one time
in my life I, am not sorry for anything I did, to stand up
and say take your best shot, I will not change. I suppose
this is childish but I am tired, Ed and need a place to rest.
However, to get to the nitty-gritty, Weitzman is the one
who classified the rifle but I did see the stamp 7.65 Mauser
on the barrel so there was no question, and - Yes, it did
have a scope mounted on it. And that was at 1:05 P.M. as I
looked at my watch when the Dallas police officer told us
an officer had been killed in Oak Cliff. So you see Tippit
was dead at approximately 1:05 P.M., an impossible task for
Oswald.
As to the photograph of shells, they were in uniform
lying on the floor no more than two inches apart all facing
the same direction when I found them, and there was nolong
bag to carry a rifle in, only the lunch sack and cold drink
bottle and I searched with the gusto of a hound dog! As for
the man running down the grassy knoll and the station wagon,
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Dick Sprague has pictures of this as well as the clock showing
I saw them in New York. Why he doesn't
what time 12:44 P.M.
show them I will never understand. As for the attempts on
my life I don't know who is behind it. I have been shot at
in 1967, in 1969 my life was threatened and in 1970 my car
was blown up. In 1971 I was run off a mountain road in
West Texas and my back broken as well as my shoulder, my left
elbow, my left foot and my right leg. So 1 have suffered
somewhat and then to top all that, my wife left me in 1973
and took the children. So I say again, if you or your students
pursue this, be sure you are willing to pay the full price.
As for what was on the tape of my testimony that is
missing, Belin asked me to identify some clothing which I
did and this is all changed. However it was correct on the
tape, also the description of the suspect and the station wagon
were correct on the tape, but not in my testimony. Also the
time factor was changed somewhat and the people I talked to
such as Officer Baker were omitted.
The tramp in the middle approached Penn and I in Los
Angeles when we did a show there and before I could question
him, he ran away. This was some 5 or 6 years later. There
was no cigarette package found on the 6th floor.
Please Ed, don't worry about asking me anything. I may
be slow in answering, but I will always write. I have been
ruined financially and my reputation has suffered. I have been
totally disabled, but until they, whoever they are, silence
me, I will continue to tell it like it was.
Sincerely yours,
Roger Craig
P.S. Enclosed is a copy of the Zapruder film. Maybe you have
one, but if not, you are welcome to it and I hope it is good
and it helps. Please write me at - (address deleted) It's necessary for me to change addresses often.
Added P.S. If I am ever afforded the opportunity and honor
of talking to you or your students, I would be more than
happy to tell them what happened and what could happen should
they decide to stand up and say - No, I want the truth".
Let the record show that Roger Craig's third and last letter
to me came to my door ripped wide open at the top, (actually the
bottom). Now it is possible that the little white box encompassing
the Zapruder film had caused the damage, but during this time
I was corresponding with various congressmen regarding the
reinvestigation and many critics whose research was headed for
book form or whose activities involved legal action suits against
various federal agencies. One researcher, who was attempting to
gain access to the identities of the owners of certain suspicious
automobiles during the Dallas tragedy, had carefully attached
blank, photographic microdots under postal stamps glued to envelopes
mailed to me and other critics, but the microdots never reached
their distinations. I can honestly say that during the mid-seventies
C
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every package I received was torn severely along one side. I don't
believe my mailman was Jack the Ripper either. Once an Air Force
cadet stationed at a Texas base wrote to me, but it was opened
prior to reaching me and it was stamped, "Opened by mistake by the
Boston Gas Company." That's some mistake. Perhaps all of these
instances are innocent, but the reader will have to forgive me
if I hold onto my suspicions.
Meanwhile my major concern of the Craig allegations continued
to be the Mauser stipulation, " A 7.65 Mauser so stamped on the barrel"
.
Craig did not cite this information in his deposition, but of course
that affidavit was a brief summary primarily concerned with the
station wagon story. No reference to the Mauser is cited in Craig's
testimony to Belin, but that transcript can not be trusted anyway
considering Belin's unreliable performance married to his selected
preference attitude. There is also no reference to the Mauser
identification by Craig in the Forgive My Grief series which is
difficult to ignore since almost every other allegation leveled
by Craig was published by Penn Jones at one point or another.
I checked the Clay Shaw trial newspaper coverage of Craig's
testimony, February 15, 1969 in the New Orleans Picayune. Craig
was shown a Carcano and he is quoted as saying that the rifle in
the courtroom was "similar with one exception - the one in the
building had a strap".
Craig obviously did not make any Mauser
references at the trial or the New Orleans journalists would
have jumped on it.
Even in Craig's own unpublished manuscript entitled When
They Kill A President, Craig was not as precise as he was in his
letter to me. Craig's manuscript details the scenario as follows "Lt. Day inspected the rifle briefly then handed it to
Capt. Fritz, who had a puzzled look on his face. Seymour
Weitzman, a deputy constable, was standing beside me
at the time. .Weitzman was an expert on weapons. Being
in the sporting goods business for many years, he was
familiar with all domestic and foreign weapons. Capt.
Fritz asked if anyone knew what kind of rifle it was.
Weitzman asked to see it. After a close examination
(much longer than Fritz or Day's examination), Weitzman
declared that it was a 7.65 Mauser,. Fritz agreed with
him."
Therefore anyone who seriously questions Craig's allegation
about a 7.65 Mauser identification is justified. The reader must
keep in mind that by 1974 Craig was financially, physically,
pr.ychlic.gically. and maritally a far cry from the man who
witnessed the rewriting of history in 1963. Another reliable
critic informed me after Craig's death that Craig knew the
identityof his shotgun assailant of January, 1975 and that the
incident was a personal matter. Craig had never informed me
of this information and was not being totally honest with me,
omission by silence as it were.
N7241a. CI)
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Hopefully the reader will realize that if the Mauser allegation
to me is not accurate, the possible breakdown in integrity came near
the end of a broken man's nightmare and should not be utilized to
undermine his other allegations consistently publicized through
the years. In 1984 Winston Smith betrayed Julia only at death's
doorstep and there is still sufficient evidence to question the
identity of the rifle discovered in the TSBD.
' I was about to respond to Roger Craig with another letter. I
knew the man was despondent and I was frustrated that there
wasn't much I could do about it. Words of praise can only take
a man so far. I was intrigued by the fact that my questions
about his identification of Edgar Eugene Bradley and his
evaluation of Garrison and his investigation had not been answered
in his third letter. Whether those omissions were significant
or not is difficult to determine, but I did not want to push the
man and making assumptions is tricky business.
On May 5, 1975 Roger Craig called my home. It was like
talking to an old friend. I told him that I had received his
last letter and was about to write again. I informed him that
his last envelope was torn open in transit and that the Zapruder
film box probably caused the rip, but this information gave him
cause for concern. He apologized for not answering all of my
questions even though I had not brought up the subject and he
promised to answer the rest of them very soon. I thanked him
and told him that his answers should be in writing as a means of
preserving an historical record and we both agreed that the phone
might not be the safest form of communication for either
of us.
On May 20, 1975 I was teaching my students the story of
Roger Craig complete with slide presentation showing them the
photographic and documentary evidence which supported his allegations.
Halfway through the class, one of my students, Michael Rota, became
visibly upset and raised his hand frantically trying to get my
attention. Michael said, "I read about that man in a magazine this
morning. Mr. Tatra, that guy just killed himself!"
The class groaned and my heart sunk. I was stunned. I sent
the youngster to the library to get the magazine and sure enough ,
the worst was confirmed. At age 39, Roger Craig had written one
last note to his father which stated, "I am tired of this pain" and
had shot himself five days earlier on May 15, 1975 and ten days
after his phone call to me.
In case his death was not a suicide, I made copies of his
letters to protect myself and sent them to researchers throughout
America and to some foreign countries also.
In retrospect, I now realize that his phone call to me was
probably a last ditch, desperate, but disguised cry for help.
Unfortunately, I was a thousand miles away and unaware of the
,7
severity of his depression.
(.._.0/7177 ni E7i)
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Later Penn Jones humbly wrote to me that he, Penn, had wished
that he had been richer and smarter when it came to helping Roger
Craig and T share Penn's remorse and regret.
In 1984 Big Brother eliminated Winston Smith, the man, and
simultaneously disintegrated Winston Smith's story. In 1975
the totalitarians who rule America forced a little hero to
silence himself, but Roger Craig's story will never completely
am proud to be part of that story. t,it2,
expire and

ROGER DUN CRAIG

WE ARE EXTREMELY PROUD TO HAVE THE PRECEDING ARTICLE BY EDGAR TATRO,
IT IS A FINE, WELL WRITTEN ARTICLE AND DOES HONOR TO THE MEMORY OF
ROGER CRAIG. WE APPRECIATE THE WORK OF EDGAR TATRO AND HIS DETERMINATION
TO DEFY THE LIES THE GOVERNMENT ISSUED ON THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
JOHN F. KENNEDY. THANK YOU EDGAR TATRO FOR A GREAT ARTICLE.

THE PRECEDING PHOTO IS OF EDGAR EUGENE BRADLEY,I ONE OF THE KEY CHARACTERS
IN THE ROGER CRAIG STORY. THIS PHOTO MIGHT HELP THE READER TO HAVE A
BETTER UNDERSTANDING WHILE STUDYING THE KENNEDY ASSASSINATION.
THE SECOND PHOTO IS OF "BUDDY" WALTHERS. (BENDING OVER).
AND THE THIRD IS ROGER CRAIG IN THE DALLAS POLICE STATION WHERE TEE
HARVEY OSWALD WAS QUESTIONED ON THE NIGHT OF NOV. 22, 1963.
THIS PHOTO PROVES THAT INDEED ROGER CRAIG WAS PRESENT, BUT CHIEF CURRY
DENIED CRAIG WAS THERE.
2
BUDDY WALTHERS WAS DEPUTY SHERIFF AT THE TIME OF THE ASSASSINATION.
WHATEVER IT WAS THAT WALTHERS PICKED UP THAT DAY WAS NEVER PRESENTED
AS EVIDENCE.
IN 1969, BUDDY WALTHERS WAS AMONG A GROUP OF LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS
CALLED IN TO ARREST A JAMES WALTER CHERRY (BROTHER OF DAVE CHERRY, SEE
WARREN COMMISSION TESTIMONY). IN THE SHOOT-OUT THAT FOLLOWED, WALTHERS
WAS SHOT THROUGH THE HEART.
CHERRY WAS DENIED A LIE DETECTOR TEST TO PROVE HE DID NOT KILL WALTHERS.
CHERRY WAS GIVEN THE DEATH PENALTY.
WALTHERS WAS AT THE KILL SIGHT OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY AND AT THE
TEXAS THEATER WHEN OSWALD WAS ARRESTED.
THIS ISNtT ALFRED HITCHCOCK, BUT VERY SIMPLY THE TRUE STORY OF HOW
DEMOCRACY DIED ON A BLEAK DAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1963.
'1. SEE-FORGIVE MY GRIEF IV, pp123-131 2. FORGIVE MY GRIEF IV pp. 172,188-193
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I want to do one section on Robert
Morris--he is presently ohm. of the Natio
Restork Internal Security. Kevin Coog
nsl Committee to
an, from NY; sent me a bio of_Morris,
wrote. Morris was important because
in a new book that he
he brought the men from Munich, Ger.,
were involved with military intelligenc
Dallas, Tex. who
e to kill JFK. These men, their nameto
secret for 20 yrs. I've researched'
s have been a'kept
cans for Freedom--a newly formed them over and over again. Robt. Morris thru the Youn Ameriorg. put together by 5,Aplard Hunt of
the_CIA.and Wm
of the CIA at the time when JFK won
c_ey
the nomination. In Texas,Muris carrie
had come from Wash, to Texas to be
d the ball going, he
there
to
meet
the men from Munich Germany that were involv
with the CIA, the Def. Dept.
ed
, and theMunich _Ger., connections to the
murder of Kennedy. In the
book Morris is described as teach
ing
of Dallas Univ. of Plano. During WW politics to students. He's the presdient of the University
intelligence and psychological warfaII he was Navy Intelligence officer in the USSR counter•
in Pacific.
That would be with Col Chas. Willoughby,
Mr. Weidenback, the Nazi, head of,Dture
glas
MacA
rthur'
s
intelli
gence
team
He
.
does work with him
later, they line up later together. He
was chief counsel to the US Sena
te Internal Seucrity
Subcommittee--remember the McCa
rthy hearings and the terrorism. He
was Republican counsel to the
subcommittee of the US Senate Foreig
etc. He's a lawyer, a former Judge n Relations Comm. He writes a weekly column around the world
and now_lares of a univ, toTexAs,
He wants to restoie the
internal security comm. He wants to
bring back one more repression that
war.
we had during the cold

Robert Morris and another
ftttz.X.runr, I don't want to confuse you too much
a series of orgs. and Col.Chas. WITIo
ughby that are all violently anti-comm , line up later with
with Lee and MarinajswiIa--Lee wasin
unist and that worked
_Navy_lotelligence_and she was broug
ht in thru the Gehl en
org. The APACL--Asian. Peoples Anti-C
ommu
nist
Teag
ue,
Taiwa
n,
formed by
met Oswald in NYC when he arrived from
the USSR. AF-ABN--American Frein Spas Rankin--61iiiii-That
that started in 1960 psychologic
al warfare and poTitjcal warfare again ds--AnilTOVievik Nations
Russian emigre orgs. for psychologic
st
al warfare with Radio Liberation in the Russians. NTS-Munich. MACCFL--World
Alliance, World Anti-Communist Cong
ress for Freedom and Liberation--they
to decide what to do in 1958 on
had a meeting in Mexico
how to proceed with the cold war--Chaing
Kai Shek from Taiwan,
from S, Korea and teltro
pa mi,AjeWlag_were representin
g ih the Steering Comm. You
might.say they all turned out to be
big losers with what happened to
them. OUt of this org.
there was this Fritz Cramer. I don't
know why, I spoke'to somebody else
about Cramer (Peter Dale
Scott wrote this material) because
this Fritz works with the same_org.
worked with in the Pentagon and
that the other.- Kraemer
with kiiiinger - and with tfte milita
ry, Navy Intelligence. In.Peter
Dale Scott's book he spells it with
C
so
I
don't
know
Lif
it's
the
same one or not. These orgs.
One called the VFF--The industry
fina;ce, this gi.o6p, vigilange group
, to ferret out files on German leftists. The VFF was one group
. American Security Council was anoth
was merged with the other--the job
er. These 2 people, one
was to siimiii;15Terto seek emplo
yment private industry in th
e US and in Germany if they had
any kind of leftists linkings. This goes fn
arth and the blacklisting in
along with Sen. Joe
Hollyw
Wash. with these committees to scare
They ha over a million names'of subve ood and
people.
rsives. A Lev Dobriansky worked with
former army gen. Chas.
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Willoughby, MacArthur's top intelligence chief. Then they both worked with Robt. Morris, the
Republican counsel for the subcommittee of the US Senate. The VFF was rUF-IY-3-particular Fritz
Cramer after the war--I don't know if it was_the,Pentaggn Kraemer or not--the Pentagon one was
wroking with them simultaneously. The American Security Council and Robt. Merris.of the Senate
were all working together and associated together and inter] deed with right wing orgs. such as
teh Young Americans for Freedom. The ya_bad a team that was brought fromilunicti,_Ger, directly
to Robert Morris. Richarg Vagery whOis very much a spokesman for the far, far right, who thinks
Reagan is a leftists, who does the mailing for Rev. Moon, who represents T;i-Win--ljagery_began his
start in the YAF org. formed when the men came over from Munich with Robt. Morris. They all
Tworked out of Georgetown Univ, in Wash. DC. Morris was part of that activity.
lhe'N
When Sylvia Mea-awrote her book, Accessory after the Fact, she also wrote a book on the subject
index of people mentioned in the Warren Comm. hearings, "tlie Warren report, because the hearings
were not indexed. She put a subject index in 1966 of the Warren Comm. hearings, 26 volumes and
broke it down into names and Subjects. Sylvia worked at the UN for 20 yrs. She was the one who
tried to betray, the did slam d im Garrison, and tried to accuse him and myself of being crazy.
on the staff Of Jim Garrison s office when fie had
She prided herselfTif placing
arrested Clay Shaw for his role in the conspiracy to kill JFK. She bragged abbut that--and she
actually had Tad a spy there, Clay Shaw had worked with Gehlen and the Nazis.
She wrote a subject index and she left out the names of the people that worked with Robt. Morris
and YAF in MITigh. I saw Sylvia at the UN in 1976 and wanted to give her "IFF7FirbltfiWiimelit7
she-dielMiwant it. Later *he worked for G. Robt. Blakey and the House Select Comm. on Assassinations and their investigation stayed miles away from all the info. that was essential to understand what happened in Dallas, Tex. How the far right wing, the Col. Willoughby! and the right
wing youth that worked in SE Asia, later working with Lee and Marina pswa107and-iTio had a major
part in US military_intelliaepceinthe murder of JFK.
volume 15 of the 26 volumes of the Warren Comm hearings mentions some people and many of them
are not mentioned at all--some of them their names are mentioned but they are not in the index in
the book. Many names are left out and those names that are mentioned are not called as witnesses,
if they are mentioned and called I am not including them. But the entire YAF group was left out.
The Warren Comm. hearings Vol. 18, pgs. 835-896, 63pages of testimony of a right wing military Intel
ligence team brought from Munich to the Dallas Ft. Worth area by Robt. Morris—who is now ores.
1
1
-1 give you those
of the universities who wants to bring lack the Internal Security Group.--1
names so you get an idea of what Sylvia left out and the important things that these people should
be remembered for. The subject index that she did, she updated. The first book was 1966 but
she updated it in 1980 and the names were still left out, So you can't say she ran out of time-therefore they were excluded for a particular reason.
In the testimony of Jeanne DeMohrenschildt, she mentioned Howard Hughes. It was Robt. Maheu from
the Hughs grg, that hired John Roulli and Sam Giancana and the grime syndicate 4:bill:Till JFK:
In the Warren Comm. index. Howard Hughes is never mentioned. In Sylvia's index he's never mentioned.
Larry Schmid to very important person of the. Munich gang is never mentioned and never called to
the witness by the comm. He's Mentioned as a right-winger by Sylvia in her index and that's all.
But VgLIgnerUhmidt, LArlY2ALbrPtber, worked for Gen. Walker. is never mentioned by the Warren.
Comm. index and not called to the witness4and is not mentioned by Sylvia.
Bernard Weissman was the only one of 19 people from the military intelligence brought from Munich
who, in the Dallas-Ft. Worth area, who worked together with the YAF and the E. Howard Hunt-Buckley
t team and Robt. Morris. Weissman was the only witness called when he spoke members of theme
I'm' Comm. got up and left the room--it's in the testimony--they left the room.
WarrenCarroll of the CIA, a friend of Jack Ruby's, who wrote"Lifeline" for Hunt, college degrees
from various unfv., not mentioned by the Warren Comm. index and not mentioned by Sylvia.
Robert Morris that important right winger who headed the subcommittee and wants now another list
of people to scare us with employment and jobs. Of Navy intelligence, remember Oswald was in Navy
intelligence, Morris has a key_position_nere. Morris is not mentioned in the Warren Comm. hearings and not by Meagher's Undex.
Clyde Moore was not mentioned by the Warren Comm. or Meagher. Frank McGee not mentioned by either.
DalrgWiport, US_militartintelligence, not mentioned by the Comm. or Meagher.
I'm mentioning Sylvia because you can expect the Warren Comm. to cover up, but this is a private
Ajnvestigator. You have to know that in this world of espionage and counter espionage, intelligence
and counter intelligence many of the people writing books are agents. Woodward and Bernstein
wate a book and don't- 117Y0 abodt Watergate. fiei her worked , as an agent and devoted 20 yrs.
and had plenty of time as didotHEr people to mention these people.
Norman Baker, US intelligence, came from Munich, Ger., not mentioned by either. Bill Burley,
ftomGermem_0_0ajTA5, not carTid as a witness, the Warren Comm. mentioned him in the index,she
cited one document CE 1811--that's not enough for Bill Burley. Bovda Boyce t not mentioned by
either. A(t FrInTWILI-not mentioned by either, Ktn.510122rgat.he was mentioned in the index of
the Warren Comm. but never called as a witness, she never mentions him. Richard Harsch never
0,4 1,177 44.461,
called to testify—mentioned once, she did not have him in her index. Larry Jones, a very impor-
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tant part of the Munich Young Americans For Freedom, it goes now to Robt. Morriss, to Richard
VAIervrthey hOTEaTiftnued- their poTTEies, liT17-5Ualey, E. Hower dHunt and WI gang. Sh-iiTaMcDonald never called to testify, not mentioned. Connie Trammel, very important persOnT-We is
mentioned in Vol. 14 and in the hearings 092. She is the link of Jack Ruby to the Republic National Bank, the CIA. to th
amity, LaMar Hunt—Connie Trarnmi,
Lamar_liunt--the links
ofhe CIA to the Republic National Bank to Larry Schmidt,to.Volkmar Schmidt. Never called as a
witness, no mentioned.
James Mosely not called as a witness and not mentioned. What we had in the Dallas'Ft. Worth
area &r e. lome.iery.important_peopla. The YAF was taking.over and reading from an article on an
org. called Cusa that was in Look
a long time ago. The YAF was taken over by military
L
ook
intelligence with specific plans for something to hauen_i_ri DalJaS Kay 22. 1953
Bridging the
gap were YAF members from the SW and they covered a whole area of New Orleans and Texas and they
hood to have 200-300 members and have control of the Congress by 1978.
Tom Charles'huston of Watergate fame who began the Cointel program under his name was a member
of the Yar out of Indiana who surfaced with a lot of power--also Spiro Agnew who has hisfoundation in Indiana--education for democracy—he's been very quiet lately. YAF has their material
printed in the Cross and Flag, a racist paper, in white power newspapers, American Nazis Party
and Liberty,Lobby, etc. Larry Schmidt was the leader and organizer of this group. He made provisions -for them to be in Dallas when JFK was killed working under Ite_YAF banner and tak documentation shows in their various letters how they came to town and wentkER:tIi_to the home of
Robt, Morris. Vol. 18, page 886 of the Warren Comm. larry_Sqhmidt,,rtmission in Dallas has been
accomplished. We are in. I met with Dr. Robt. Morris ores. of Defenders of American Liberty
and Clyde Moore, former public relations man far Hunt, a former UPI newspaper man, Ken Thompson
from the Dallas Morning News. I got immediate backing from Morris Kubek, Woods and Ellis. This
Is Larry -Schmidt and Bernard Weissman in Munich, Ger., and here is Robt. Morris, In ilarge of the
Soviet agency, counter intelligence against the Soviets, naYiLintelflgeriEi, and with the Senate
Comm., the internal committee and he is moved from the Senate and the Republican counsel for the
Senate Foreign Relations Comm., he's moved to the Dallas-Ft. Wroth area--he's sitting there when
Larry Schmidt comes from Muniql. per. and my mission in Dallas is accomplished. I got immediate
boOing from kit-. Morri s.
Ken Giazebrook, according to Vol. 18, pge. 858, he wrote is in Yugoslavia. He's in the middle
east all next month before arriving in Dallas. You will get what Larry got when he arrived a
week long briefing, they were to gef-.—To118, pg. 851--arrangements have been made to meet the
''head of the Dallas John Birch Society and Gen. Walker and H.L. Hunt. Vol. 18, 837, Schmidt wrote
to Bernard Weissman in Germany, it's not a decision whether you can do better financially here '
or elsewhere or rewarded here--it is a decision of whether to honor your oath to sacrifice for
your country. These were just ayr. prior to JFK's murder. JFK is scheduled to be in Callas
Nov. 24
arrangements are very delicate. I have morked with Gale Davenport, the churn. of
YAF, if I don't produce the bodies, Dallas is liable to think me a phony and say forget it. PS:
my brother began working as an aide to Gen, Walker, he is being paid full time. These are di-'
rectly out of the Warren. Comm, hearings. Vol. 18, pg. 846, Frank McGee met military intelligent
e men from Munich in his home in Dallas in the fall of 1962. McGee after 4 hrs. agreed that the
WationalAgOgnatiohAtomm, and C1iSA would merge in the fall of 63, just before JFK was to be
murdered. ItGee would become pres. of the merger, Larry Schmidt would be VP.
Bol. 9, pg. 257 there is the testimony of Geo. DeMohrenschildt how he attended the Qallas found
1 of World Affairs--that's DeMohrenschildt. the NilT war criminal with his blank checks from Nel
son Rockefeller, the one who got Lee Oswald his apartment, his ,lob, located him for jobs and housDeMohrenschildt testifies that McGee was pres. of the Dallas Council of World Affairs and
McGee is to be ores. of the org. of the men from Munich Ger, and the men from military intelligence
who were -going to be there to produce the body when ,JEK -Is iD_DAllas. There is a note of YAF
and military intelligenc6 in quotes, we...met at IllomPson2,3 for
hrs, He's an editorial writer
=0,for the Dallas Morning News. We drew up an organization. All offices are to be paid full time
as money comes in. Clyde will be paid immediately. We have 3 offices still open. No one in
Dallas knows it but-I am reserving them for Bernie Weissman.& Mr. James MOsely when they get to
Dallas. OUr starting salary will be $100 a week.

Larry Schmidt writes to Munich in June and he is to be in Dallas, but Weissman is the one who
takes the ad to the newspaper about wanted for treason, when JFK was accused of treasonous behavior.. It-Tin the black border around it , was_Bid for . prEFe7F-FcTieTy71.1iissman was brought
from Munich to Dallas to put the ad. He didn't even know what the org. was formally called. He
wrote the address on the cuff of his sleeve and he was called as a witness simply to tell about th
e ad that was placed sugnestino JFK would be killgd, But they were all brokight from Germany, .
military intelligence and had correspondence with the top officials of the Senate internal Comm.
with the UPI, with military intelligence, our Def. Dept., counter intelligence. It's an-1n the
26 volumes--it's been kept secret for almost 20 yrs. 4

Vol. 18, pg. 854—Schmidt to Bernerd Weissman in Munich, June 2, I took Larry to my office the
Mutual of NY. Young men like mys!lf are making E-Wirof money. He saw figures on yAf_political
treasury and of course 1,000 S donations. Recruiting fromscratch is tough especially for the
inner circle. By the time you get here we will already have taken. our move to - gain. When you
get here we will do the rest. Please contact Normao,_Bill, Jim, Shisila and my brother. One by
one we are getting the old group back here. Jones was to arrive from Munich in May, Moseli in
June, Baker and you iTJ51y and Sheila_inAuoyst. (Remember by Nov. Kennedy had his head blown
off.)
CIWT/II)
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Vol. 23, pg. 701, Richard Marks was the asst. cashier for the Republic National Bank in Dallas.
Bernard WEissmen, WT11-lam Burley. Nov. 12, 1963, that were to open tElirilas. it-tn-Republic
and TriT77 that bank was idWntified in the exposes used later as being the conduit for CIA black
money, for the killing money, out of the Republic National Bank. On page 757-They are opening
their accts. Schmidt a friend of Warren Carrol of the CIA brought Weissman and BlEley to Dallas
week] prior to the assassination of JFK. Warren Carrol, described inliii17.7 18, pg. 858, the
y_got
member of thegLo
's
'ip_tha.t-was.--for-moci-...io-itunig,h, Ger and moved to Dallas. Warren and Laril
along beautifully. Warren has a PhD from Columbia, 2 masters from Colorado, he'; going to law
Achool. He will do the legal work for us. He's the personal writer of H4 Hunt, the oil millionaire, the richest man in Texas, the arch conservative. Hunts son contributed 51,000-to YAF
thanks to Warren Carrel.
So let me tell you in closing that the CIA, a man with 1 doctorate and 2 masters did the legal '
work for the men from Munich--that was the military intelligence team that was planned from
June 62 that went directly to the home of Robt. Morris, Nay/ intelligence, counter intelligence.
-Senate, internal security comm. who wants to bring Tackthe committee again.
That's a brief resume of some of the information I have on the John Kennedy assassination and we
will do a little more next71a:
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THANK :OU, CHARLES A. SPEARS. WE APPRECIATE YOUR CONTINUM AID.
T1 'n emas School Book Depository Building is going to be made into a museum.
The city of Dallas plans to spend between 2.5 & 3 million dollars on the
project, That's a lot of money to cover up a lie. By now, any serious student
of the assaeairvation knows Lee Harvey Oswald didn't shoot Fesident Kennedy.
NOVEMBER 22, a novel written by Brian Woolley, from Dallas, is a cheap
one sided account of that dark day, It stinks. But that's what November 22
to Dallas, simply a novel. Can't have Iny truth come out of Dallas.
Farale Mag. (Sunday SUPPLEMENT) DALLAS MORNITZ NEWS, /tat an article on
the first and last loves of John F. Kennedy. A bunch more silly trash out of
Dallas. Needless to say, we aren't going to run it.
--- Recently took a photo to a photo lab to be blow-up, The first time it
came back done backwards, second time, simply didn't come back, third time
the photo had been blow up, but the left side had been cut off. STRANGE
----BLOOD FEUD, recently ran on Operation Prime Time. otter Smith did a
good RFK. Robert Blake did a good Hoffa. ButSarn Groom as John Kennedy. Groom
has to be older than John Kennedy was at the time of his death. plus the movie
strongly suggested that the MAFIA DID IT! SO, the REAL plot was shown at last.
Canala now has a play running called LP% kiARVETOBWALD., Straight Warren
Commission, though one of our Canadian subscribers did speak with the writers
and on the bill, it states Dallas doctors cared throat wound, front wound,
but F.B.I. pressed them to reconsider and they reversed their judgement.
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